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                                     TITLE ALERT 

 

Existing requirements: 
As stated in prior Title Alerts 2012-22 and 2017-02, underwriting approval is required for Remote 
Online Notarization (“RON”) of the documents vesting Title or creating the Insured Mortgage in a 
transaction to be insured. 
 
Further, Penn Attorneys will only provide underwriting approval if the RON is performed by a 
notary public who is licensed by, and acting under, the remote notary laws of the same state 
where the Land described in Schedule A is located. If this is not the case, and the parties to your 
transaction express a desire to close anyway, an appropriate exception will be added to the 
Commitment and subsequent policies.  Contact us to discuss. 
 
New requirements:  
Before you submit your preliminary report for title insurance and before we issue a commitment, 
you must determine whether the instrument reflecting the last arm’s-length1 conveyance for 
valuable consideration—and any subsequent instrument of conveyance (whether or not arm’s-
length)—was notarized remotely.2 If so, you must then determine whether the notary public who 
performed the RON was licensed by, and acting under, the remote notary laws of a state other 
than the state where the property is located. If so, then you should report same and we will raise 
an exception for each such instrument that was remotely notarized that is substantially similar to 
the following form: 
 

EXCEPTION 
“Any matter arising out of the remote online [notarization/acknowledgment/witnessing] of 
a deed executed by [grantor] to [grantee], recorded [insert recording reference for deed].”  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_______________________________________ 

1 For the purposes of this Title Alert, an arm’s-length transaction means a transaction between completely 
unrelated parties acting independently. Intrafamily transfers, transfers between spouses, or any transfers  between 
related business entities are not considered to be arm’s-length transactions. 
 
2 This Title Alert only requires you to examine and take exception for RONs in connection with the last full-value, 
arm’s-length conveyance in the chain of title, and forward from that point. Searching behind the last full -value, 
arm’s-length conveyance is not required by this Title Alert. Please note that the steps required by this Title Alert 
are in addition to all other ordinary and necessary search and examination procedures.  
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Refer to the following flowchart for additional guidance in implementing this Standard: 
 

 

If the parties to your transaction are willing to clear the exception (for example, by getting the remotely 
notarized document re-executed or re-acknowledged), contact us to discuss. 
 
Bear in mind that it may be difficult to determine whether a document was remotely notarized. Although 
some states require a RON disclosure in the document itself, others do not (notably Virginia and 
Montana). In some cases, you may see the words “electronic notary” contained in the notarial seal, 
stamp, or acknowledgment. For purposes of this Title Alert, you should consider any notarization 
performed by an “electronic notary” as a possible RON necessitating further investigation.3 
 
Note that you will likely need to advise your abstractors, searchers, and examiners of this issue in 
advance in order to ensure that it is properly addressed. 
 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
Some states permit their notaries to perform RONs. In a RON, the notary and the individual appearing 
before the notary to sign the document (often referred to as the principal) communicate with each other 
using videoconference technology and are not located in the same physical location as one another. 
 
As of this writing, only Virginia and Montana authorize notaries to perform RONs. However, Texas, 
Nevada, Tennessee, Indiana, Minnesota, and Vermont have each passed RON-enabling legislation that 
will become effective in the future. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________ 

3 Virginia notaries who are authorized to perform RONs under Virginia law are known as “electronic notaries”. See VOC  § 
47.1, et seq. A Virginia electronic notary is authorized to perform both RONs and in-person electronic closings. 
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Unanswered questions remain about interstate recognition of RON. For example, if State X authorizes its 
notaries to perform RONs, but State Y does not, will State Y recognize State X’s remote notarial acts as 
legal and valid under the laws of State Y? Alternatively, if State X and State Y both statutorily authorize 
their notaries to perform RONs, will they recognize the remote notarial acts of each other’s notaries? 
Existing state “notary reciprocity” laws and/or the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the United States 
Constitution may support recognition, but these legal theories have not been tested in the courts. 
 
Beyond the issues of interstate recognition, remote notarization also raises important concerns about 
fraud, undue influence, and the ability of the notary to analyze the identity and capacity of the principal. 
 
In light of these issues, a RON raises two primary concerns: First, is the remotely notarized document 
reliable and valid? This is a factual question that may be difficult to resolve, and you should contact us if 
you need assistance analyzing this issue. Second, is the remotely notarized document entitled to be 
recorded under state law? At this time, the Company’s position is that a RON must be performed by a 
notary licensed and acting under that state’s laws where the Land is located to be insurable. 
 
Penn Attorneys continues to closely monitor the development of RON. It is possible that future 
legislation will address the unanswered questions surrounding interstate recognition of remote notarial 
acts. It is also possible that RON providers or industry groups will develop and implement practice 
standards that better address the challenges of identifying and verifying the capacity of persons in a 
remote context. However, these challenges have not yet been fully addressed. 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Republication of First American’s Corporate Underwriting Department Communication PA-2018-008-
Standard. First American Title Insurance Company makes no express or implied warranty respecting the 
information presented and assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. 
 

 

NOTE: This Title Alert is intended solely for the employees of Penn Attorneys/First American Title Guaranty Company and its 

Approved Attorneys, is not to be distributed to third parties, and any reliance by any other person or entity is unauthorized. 
This Title Alert is intended solely for the purpose of underwriting policies of First American Title Guaranty Company. 

NOTE TO APPROVED ATTORNEYS: Under the Approved Attorney system, the scope of our relationship is limited to the 
functions of underwriting and the issuance of title insurance policies on your behalf and does not include closing or escrow 
services.  We sometimes provide information and recommendations with regard to your closing or escrow business as a 
courtesy to you.   Moreover, some communications, depending on whether noncompliance could impact on liability under 
our policies or closing protection letters, should be considered directives. This Title Alert is being provided to you with those 
considerations in mind. 

* * * *  This Title Alert should become a permanent part of your records to assure compliance with its requirements.  * * * * 

1250 Tower Lane, Suite 202, Erie, PA 16505 

(800) 352-2216  FAX (800) 234-2352 


